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A method was worked out for determining the electric conductivity of water
saturated porcelain mixture in the course of electric resistance drying. On the 
basis of measuring the starting currents in bodies of vai·ious moisture contents, 
the electric conductivity of mixtures in open and isolated systems can be ex
pressed for a given voltage. The conductivity was found to be independent of 
moisture content but was affected by the measuring temperature. 

INTRODUCTION 

A ceramic mixture in plastic state can be regarded as a water-saturated binary 
mixture of a solid (ceramic material) and a liquid phase (water and a dissolved 
electrolyte), free of any gaseous phase. The mixture is electrically conductive as 
a result of the presence of soluble salts. This characteristic is made use of in the 
manufacturing technology, particularly in the case of technical porcelain, in an 
operation called electric resistance drying which is based on generation of heat 
within the body volume by passage of electric current. The electric conductivity 
decreases sharply during transition from the water-saturated mixture (plastic 
state) to the unsaturated one (solid state), so that the electric resistance drying 
can only be utilized up to a certain content of the liquid phase. For this reason the 
electric resistance drying can be applied to drying ceramic mixture in plastic state 
[I]. Knowledge of the electrical properties of the ceramic mix is indispensable for 
a. mathematical description of the process.

The existing empirical solution of electric resistance drying of ceramic bodies
does not provide any explicit idea of the electrical properties of ceramic mixtures 
in plastic state. The basic question therefore is whether a ceramic mixture in plastic 
state behaves as a homogeneous or inhomogeneous conductor in an electric field. 
In the case of mathematical modelling it is thus necessary to establish the form of 
the constitutive equation for current density in the ceramic mix. 

Determination of the constitutive equation of a ceramic mixture can be based 
on the assumption that the conductor consists of electroneutral particles and 
electrically charged ions. The flux of electric charges can then be regarded as 
a diffusion flux because a relative movement of ions with respect to neutral particles 
is involved. The thermodynamics of irreversible processes [2, 3] shows that this 
flux is generally evoked not only by the electric field potential, but also by the 
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concentration gradient and temperature. The constitutive equation of an inhomo
geneous conductor has then the form 

j = -a grad <p - L1 grad C - L2 grad T, (I) 

where the terms L 1 grad C and L2 grad T represent the so-called diffusion-electric 
and thermoelectric phenomena respectively, while C is the concentration, L1 

is the diffusion-electric coefficient, L2 is the thermoelectric coefficient and a is 
electric conductivity which generally depends on potential. 

On the assumption that the last two terms in equation (I) can be neglected 
one obtains a homogeneous conductor which obeys Ohm's law: 

j = -a grad <p. (2) 

To decide whether the behaviour of this mixture in an electric field is described 
by equation (I) or (2) requires the significance of all the terms in equation (I) 
to be expressed, i.e. the respective coefficients and their dependence on the above 
variables to be determined. 

The present study has the purpose to work out a method for determining the 
electric conductivity of water-saturated porcelain mixture and to express its 
dependence on moisture content. 

METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY OF 

A PORCELAIN MIX 

Two procedures differing in experimental arrangement were suggested for the 
determination of electric conductivity of porcelain mixtures. In the first arrange
ment, the electric conductivity measurement was based on the conditions of an 
isolated system while those of an open system were created in the other, i.e. mass 
exchange with the environment was allowed. 

To simplify the problem, the theoretical principles of the two methods may be 
based on one-dimensional transmission of electric current through a planarly 
bounded body. In the case of an isothermal process free of concentration changes, 
i.e. grad C = 0 and grad T = 0, equation (I) acquires the form

j = -a d <p(dx, (3) 

where x is the ordinate in the transmission direction, and for d<p it holds that 

B 

F = J d<p, (4) 

where U is the electric voltage. In order to evaluate a from equation (2), the method 
must permit the voltage applied to a body L in length and with a sectional area 
of S, and current I with a current density j to be measured. For the current density 
j it holds that 

s 
I= J j dS. (5) 

0 

The experimental conditions are more complex in the case of the open system. 
However, the basic arrangement is the same as in the previous case. The only 
difference is that in this arrangement the moisture is exchanged with the environ
ment, which results in the formation of moisture fields in the body and thus in the 
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creation of a moisture gradient in the body. This is why all the data on the moisture 
dependence of electric conductivity have to be related to the body axif'l where 
grad C = 0. To obtain information on concentration changes it appears advant
ageous to introduce a quasistationary state, i.e. one for which it holds that 

T(x) = const., C(x) = .f(x), dC/dt = -h/A, (6) 

where h is the volume flux of moisture and O is the mean moisture content, and 
A is one half of the body thickness. In this state a time-independent concentration 
profile in the body has already fully developed and the concentration changes in the 
body are then determined by weight losses due to the evaporated liquid. For this 
reason, equation (6) can be applied to any arbitrary point in the body, and the 
following equation holds for moisture calculation at the body axis: 

Ca = Co8 -h t/A, (7) 

where C8 is the actual concentration at the body center, and C08 is the moisture 
content at the body center at quasistationary state. 

The experimental arrangement of both methods is shown in Fig. 1. The system 
consisting of body 1 and supply electrodes 2 (carbon-filled rubber with fibrous 
aluminium) is supplied with adjustable constant alternating voltage from transfor
mer 6; the voltage is indicated by a voltmeter. Another voltmeter measures the 
voltage on the body proper. The current passing throught the body is recorded by 
an ammeter. The temperature field in the body is measured by copper-konstantan 
thermocouples 5. The adjustable moisture proofing 3 and thermal insulation 4, 
and placing the insulated body on balance 7 in a laboratory recycling drying oven 8 
with adjustable temperature, relative humidity and air flow rate allowed an either 
isolated or open system to be created in the body and losses in weight to be determin-
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Fig. ]. Schematic dingram of the apparatus; 1 - body, 2 - electrodes, ;; - moisture proofing, 
4 - thermol insulation, 5 - thermocouples, 6 - transformer, 7 - balance, S - laboratory 

recycling drying oven. 
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ed; the data was used to calculate the value of surface moisture flux for the quasi
stationary state. The C08 value can be calculated from the moisture profile esta
blished by cutting the body into slices. 

The electric conductivity measurements were carried out on bodies 30 mm X 
X 30 mm X 60 mm in size with moisture content Cover the interval C E (0.3414 
m3m-3; 0.4281 m3m-3) prepared from a porcelain mix with an elevated content 
of ex - Al203 at a constant content of soluble salts, at 294.15 K and at 318 K 
in the case of the other experimental arrangement. Following preparation and 
moisture proofing, the bodies were kept in a water-saturated medium for 48 hours 
to achieve a homogeneous moisture and temperature distribution throughout the 
body volume. In view of the heat generated in the body by the passing current, 
to maintain the initial isothermal state and keep the same temperature in all of 
the experiments with the isolated system, only the starting current I 8 was measured, 
i.e. that measured after switching the body into the electric circuit at time t = 0
and at a constant voltage on the body. For each moisture content, the starting
current was always measured on five bodies. For the calculation from equation (3)
one has to know the unidirectional potential of the electric field or voltage in the
body. The measuring procedure is illustrated by Fig. 2. Probes Bl - B6, placed
axially over the body length, measured the relationship U = U(x) with respect
to the reference probe BO, as shown in Fig. 3. The losses in the electrodes and in
the electric circuit were calculated from the relationship and found to amount
to 25 percent of the total voltage of 46 V. The voltage on a body L = 6 X 10-2 m
in length was therefore 34.5 V, to which corresponds the electric field potential
dcp/dx = 575 V/m.

2 
2 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of electric potential measurement on the body: 1 - body, 2 - electrodes, 
3 - voltmeter, 5 - switch. 
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Fig. 3. The U = U(x) dependence on the body. 
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In the case of the open system, the experimental measurements were supplement
ed with the time dependence of the electric current, surface moisture flux and 
moisture content at the body center. These relationships are plotted in Fig. 4. 
The temperature field in the body was measured with thermocouples in the quasi
stationary state. At a mean body temperature of 318 K, the difference between 
the body center and surface amounted to 0.1 K, which corresponds to a temperature 
gradient of dT/dx = 7 K m-1

• This value was neglected and 1the system was
regarded as an isothermal one. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The mean values of the starting current and the calculated electric conductivi
ties of bodies with various moisture contents according to equation (3) for the 
experimental arrangement representing the isolated system a.re listed in Table I. 
The results indicate that a change in the moisture content of the body over the 
interval of volume moisture content of C E <0.344 m3m-3 ; 0.4282 m3m-3) does 
not lead to any change in the electric conductivity of a water-saturated ceramic 
mix, and can therefore be considered constant. Its mean value was (0,164 ± 0.004) 
Sm-1 at 294.15 K. The dispersion of the values measured is associated above all 
with the reproducibility of preparing bodies of identical length and the possible 
occurrence of contact resistance between the body and the electrodes. 

Table I 

Electric conductivity of a water-saturated porcelain mixture 
with various moisture contents 

C Is a 

m
3

m-
3 mA Sm-1 

0.3444 83.6 ± O.l 0.162 

0.3580 85.0 ± O.l 0.164 

0.3695 86.5 ± 0.2 0.167 

0.3851 85.0 ± O.l 0.164 

0.3965 85.0 ± 0.l 0.164 

0.4282 86.5 ± O.l 0.167 

For the case of the experimental arrangement meeting the conditions of an open 
Rystem, the time dependence of mix electric conductivity is plotted in Fig. 4. The 
results of meaRuring the electrical properties of a system exchanging moisture with 
the environment indicate that in a quasistationary state, when the body tempe
rature is constant, the electric conductivity also remains constant when the 
body moisture content decreases. However, the value of the electric conducti
vity is affected by the body temperature. 

The independence of electric conductivity of a water saturated porcelain mixture 
of its moisture content, established in the present Rtudy, can be used to su plemente 
the hypothesis by Shumilin [4] on the possible autocontrol of electric resistance 
drying within the body volume resulting from differences in local moisture content 
and thus in electric conductivity. As indicated by the results of the present study, 
if a ceramic mixture conforms to the requirements of a binary mixture, i.e. is 
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saturated with water or an electrolyte with uniformly distributed concentration of 
soluble salts, the autocontrol of the process cannot become effective as the electric. 
conductivity is independent of moisture content. The autocontrol may take place 
in systems comprising simultaneously water-saturated and water-unsaturated 
regions, as a result of their different electric conductivities . 
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Fig. 4. The time dependence of moisture content - 1, temperature - 2, current - 3, electric conducti
vity a - 4 and volume flux of moisture content h - .5. 
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ELEKTRICKA VODIVOST VODOU NASYCENE PORCELANOVE SMESI 

Cast I. Metoda stanoveni specificke elektricke vodivosti smesi a jeji zavislosti na vlhkosti 

Jifi Havrda, Eva Gregorova., Frantisek Oujifi 

Katedra technologie silikat«, Vysoka skola chemicko-technologicka, 166 28 Praha 6 

Cilem prace je •,ypracovat postup stanoveni specificke elektricke vodivosti binarni keramicke 
smesi v plastickem stavu a vyjadrit jeji zavislost na vlhkosti. Je vypracovana metoda pro izolova
·ny a otevreny system, pfi ktere je prenos proudu jednosmerny. Jejim zakladcm je stanoveni
proudu v telese pfi znamem napeti za definovanych vlhkostnich, teplotnich a koncentracnieh 
podminek. V izolovanem systemu byl pro dana napeti vzhledem k zachovani izotermniho stavu 
meren pouze startovaci proud v telesech o ruzne vlhkosti. Pro oha systemy jsou vyjadreny speci
ficke elektricke vodivosti smeBi. Vysledkem je zjisteni, ze specificka elektricka vodivost neni 
funkci vlhkosti.
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Obr. 1. Sch/,ma aparatury; J -- teleso, 2 - elektrody, 3 - vlhkoBtni izolace, 4 - tepelna izolace, 
5 - lermoclanky, 6 - tranBjormator, 7 - vahy, 8 - lahoratorni cirktdacn.i Bu,Mrna. 

Obr. 2. Schema mefeni elektrickeho potencialu na teleBe; 1 -- teleao, 2 - elektrody, 3 - voltmetr, 
,5 - pfepinac. 

Obr. 3. ZaviBloBt U = U(x) na teleBe. 
Obr. 4. Zav·isloBt vlhkoBti - 1, teploty - 2, proudu -- 3, specificke elektricke vodivoBti a - 4 a obje

moveho toku vlhkosti h - 5 na case. 

8 JI E KTPO TTPOR O,l]JIOCTh HA Chi� EH H oft BO ;:i:on cJ>APcJ>OPO B0:0
CMECl1; I. 

MeT0A 011pe,teJICHl!ll ,Y/\CJU,HOH ;meHTponpoB0)\H0CTII lf ee 3UBlfCJIM0CTh OT BJIU»IH0CTH 

Hpmu ranpp;a, 3na rpernpona, cJ>paHTHrne,, Oy11pmu 

Ka<jiefJpa mexH01102u1t ,;u11u1ra111oe Xu.,uux:o-mex11,011oeu,wcx:oc0 u11,cmumyma, 166 28 IlpaJa 6 

11,eJihJO npe11,1arneMoii pH0OThI HBJJHeTcH paapa6on;a MCT0Aa onpe.'1.CJieHHH y,a;eJIM!Oir 
:meHTpoIIpono;�HOCTII GmrnpHOH HepaMll'IeCHOH CMe<.:H B I lJiaCTlfqerH0M C0CT0HHllll ll CIIpC
;i;eJieHMe ee 33BlfC!IM0CTlf OT BJia»IHOCT!I. 61,m p11:ipa60TaH MCTOA /VIH 1rnom1ponaHHOH II OTKphl
TOH ('l!CTCMhl, IIPII HOTopoii: nepeHOC TOHa nporn1rneT B 0)\H0M HanpaBJICHllll. Ero OCHOBOH 
HBJIHCTCH onpe;i;eJieHHe 3JICHTPll'JeCHOl'O TOHU B Te:rn np11 ll3BCl'THOM HanpH»!CHIIII II ycTaH0B
JJeHHh!X ycJIOBllHX BJI3»1HOl'Tll, TCMIIepaTyp1,r H I{OHI(eHTpau:1111. lfro6hl He HapyrnaTh 
H30TepMnqen;oe ('0!'T0HHHe, ll3MepHJill B ll30JIHpOBaHHOH l'llCTCMC np11 3U)\UHHhIX HanpHme
HIIHX T0JlhH0 Ha1IaJlbHL!H TOK B TCJiaX l' pa3HOH BJIU»IH0CThlO. ,l\JIH o6eJIX L'.IICTCM ycTaHOBJICHbl 
y,a;eJJbHhie 3JICHTponpoB0;J;H0CTH ('MCCll. PeayJihTUTOM pa60Thl HBJIHCTCH TO, qTo y,a;eJihH1lll 
:1;IC1{Tponp0B0;\H0CTh IJ(' HB.:IHeTCH cpyHHI�l!eii: BJHl»IH0CTII. 

Pur. 1. Cxe.,ua annapamypbi; 1 - 11w110, 2 - :J.u,rmpofJbi, 3 - uao11J1.4wi e11a:>tCHocmu, 4· -
mep.1>touao11J1.4uJ1., 5 - mep.,uoa11e.,ue11,mbi, 6 -- mpa1tr,j)op.,uamop, 7 -- eecbi, 8 - .wvo
pamupNaJ/. 4upr.:y11J1.4uoNNllJ1. cymu11x:a. 

Pur. :.!. CxP,w.a ua.11.epeNU,'I, J11eh,mpu1'Pcr.;oio nomem1-ua1w 1rn me.11,e; 1 -- 11ie110, 2 - a.11,ex:mpocJbl, 
3 --- 110,qbm.wemp, 5 -- nepe1r11101'ame,ib. 

Pu<'. 3. 3aeucu.,uocmb U = U(x) Na me11e. 
Pu,·. 4. 3aeucu.,uo,·mb: 1 - e11aJ1CNocm11, 2 - me.,unepamypbl, 3 - mox:a, 4 -- yoe11b1toii 

a11e1r111po11po11oa1£01·111u a, 5 -- o6"be.Mttoeo mor.;a u11a->KHocmu h om epe.,ue11,u. 

CENTRUM PRO VYZKOM SUPRAVODIVYCH l\lATERIALU VJ<J FRANCII. 
Koncem r. 1988 bude uvedeno do provozu vyzkumne centrum pro supravodive materialy ve 
francouzskern Caen. Centrum, podobne institucim v americkem Houstonu a japonskem Tokiu, 
bude stltt mistni ufady 6 mi! Ffr (1,04 mi!$) a bude spravov,'.tno Narodnim usttedim pro v/\decky 
vyzkurn (CNRS) a firmami Rhone-Poulenc a Compagnie G enerale d'Electricite (CGE). Fran
couzsk,'t vlada bude pf-isplvat 75 % na provozni naklady, ktere budou cinit 15 mi! Ffr rocn/1. 

(European Chern. New�, 1988, Ii. u., 14) 
Douskov,i, 

VYROBA VZAC N)'CH ZEMIN V JAPONSK U. Firma Nippon Rare Earth, joint
venture francou�.ske 1-thone-Poulenc a japonske Sumitomo Metal Mining, zacne koncem r. 1988 
vyrabet prvky vzaenych zemin propotreby Japonska. ,Japonsko je zatim zcela zavisle na importu 
vzacnych zemin, ktert', se zacinaji ve zvysene mire pouzivat v keramice pro elektroniku a pro 
vyrobu supravodicii. Nova rafinerie firmy v Niihama bude vyrabct 15 prvku vcetne sarnaria, 
ceru a neodynm. 

(Electronic Chem. News 3, 1988, c. 15, 4) 
Dou,§kova 
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